Foxy is a baby bear. He lives in a cave with his mommy and daddy.

His mommy’s name is Penny and his daddy’s name is Fluffy. Foxy loves his daddy and mommy. They are very happy. Their favorite food is honey.
PART IV: SENTENCE STRUCTURE

A **positive sentence**: It **is** a kind of competition.

(Short form: **It’s** a kind of competition.)

A **negative sentence**: It **is not** a kind of competition.

(Short form: **It isn’t** a kind of competition.)

A **question sentence**: **Is** it a kind of competition?

**What is** competition daddy?
Foxy’s old friends bee, ladybug, butterfly and chicken were trying to motivate Foxy. Foxy’s father was giving him final advice. Teddy the turtle and Dixie the dog were warming up together.
EXERCISES PART

PART I: Vocabulary

competition / attend / forest / watching / best / decided / wins / practice / join / surprised / jogging

One day, Foxy’s father was __________ television.

Then Foxy came and asked his father: “What are you watching daddy?”

Fluffy answered: “I’m watching the Olympics.”

Foxy asked: “What is Olympics?”

Fluffy answered: “It’s a kind of __________.”

Foxy asked: “What is competition daddy?”
His mother was taking their photos and their friends were watching them happily. Everybody was applauding.
PART VII: Turn the following sentences into question:

1. Foxy was unhappy.

2. Foxy practiced really hard.

3. Everybody was dancing happily.

4. It was their best day.